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Simply the best free control & pen software for
Windows tablet PCs including software for: Legato
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MINT is a simple digital pen and touch solution
integrated with your computer, enabling you to
“reach beyond your screen to engage your fingers.”
Enjoy a variety of ergonomic and intuitive features
such as drawing, note taking, note sharing, drawing
and annotation in front of PC, with laptop, SNS and
mobile. This application does not require a driver.
MINT for Windows MINT for Windows is a
comprehensive package that includes all the tools
you would need in order to enjoy all the features of
a LEGATO AirPen, DUO Pen or similar device from
PENANDFREE. Take note that you need to install
the software in order to use the pen accordingly.
The LEGATO AirPen is a digital pen that can replace
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the traditional mouse and provide a suitable tool for
anyone who would prefer drawing, taking notes or
designing with precision. Moreover, according to
the developer, the tool allows you to experience
various tablet PC features, including the drawing
tools of Microsoft Office, memos and annotations.
The application comes with the driver for the pen
but also packs several other utilities that can come
in handy. Therefore, MINT Control is a tiny tool that
enables you to customize the user-defined gestures
as well as tweak the calibration of the AirPen. As
you probably hinted, MINT Note allows you to save,
edit and revise annotations, notes, drawings and
memos and send them to SNS. Following the quick
and straightforward installation of the software
solution, you are prompted to connect the LEGATO
pen and determine whether the Control app
recognizes the receiver. In case it does not, then do
not hesitate to check the manual and find the
appropriate solution for your particular case. User
reviews of MINT for Windows Write the first review
for MINT for Windows Your rating Your review *
Name * Email * What do you think of this software?
You have already rated this software. Would you
like to be the first to tell us about it? You can rate it
now if you have feedback. (Optional)Q: Going
through wcf client proxy classes with localhost and
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https connections I have the below configuration
(simplified version) which is working. However the
absolute x:Http binding is not a good thing as a
service deployed on a machine which is not the
client host is used. I don't want to allow this on a
secure connection. Is there any way to map
3a67dffeec
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MINT is a digital pen that can replace the traditional
mouse and provide a suitable tool for anyone who
prefers sketching, taking notes or designing with
precision. Moreover, it allows you to experience
various tablet PC features such as the drawing tools
of Microsoft Office, memos and annotations. MINT
Control app enables you to customize the user-
defined gestures and tweak the calibration of the
AirPen. You also have the MINT Note app available
for saving, editing and revising memos,
annotations, drawings and more. You can even
send your notes to various social networking
services, including Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn.
Configure/ Configure User-defined gestures (be sure
to disable the default gestures) Calibration (fine
tuning) Data synchronization (local only) MINT
Notes feature Sending a note to SNS (via E-Mail,
Twitter, Facebook or Foursquare) Google Chrome/
Chrome Extension Google Maps (Beta) Features: ●
Run on Windows only. ● Support for the AirPen
tablet pen. ● Support for any Android phone with a
USB port on it, regardless of the device's specific
hardware. ● No need to install any specific driver
for any Android device. ● Instant access to the app.
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No installation and no need to sign up for anything.
Just put the pen in your pocket and start using it! ●
Lightweight. One app, no additional device
required! ● Works flawlessly with any Bluetooth
enabled Android device. ● Keep track of different
pens (the app will automatically detect a second or
third AirPens, sharing them with other users). ●
Place any notes with one tap on the notepad
without a selection. ● Save notes straight to
Evernote. ● Quickly draw notes and edit text. ●
Interactive and touch free writing. ● Multiple
fullscreen modes with various colors and themes. ●
Use the keyboard or type in the text area directly.
● Multiple user accounts ● Add multiple photos to
each note (JPG, PNG, GIF and PDF). ● You can even
drag and drop notes with a mouse in Google Docs.
● Sync notes to OneNote. ● Sync notes with MS
Word. ● Sync notes with MS Excel. ● Sync notes
with MS PowerPoint. ● Sync notes with MS Outlook.
● Free media upload (select photos, draw or type in
an image). ● Place notes in your favorite website or
bookmark.

What's New in the?

At its core, MINT is a simple intuitive tool designed
to make your LEGATO AirPen work with any
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Windows 10 and Android device. With the addition
of MINT Control, your Mac or iPad can detect,
connect and instantly turn your existing pen into an
AirPen. Therefore, it is as easy as taking a picture of
a QR code and scanning it from your iPhone or iPad.
MINT for Windows is a comprehensive package that
includes all the tools you would need in order to
enjoy all the features of a LEGATO AirPen, DUO Pen
or similar device from PENANDFREE. Take note that
you need to install the software in order to use the
pen accordingly. The LEGATO AirPen is a digital pen
that can replace the traditional mouse and provide
a suitable tool for anyone who would prefer
drawing, taking notes or designing with precision.
Moreover, according to the developer, the tool
allows you to experience various tablet PC features,
including the drawing tools of Microsoft Office,
memos and annotations. The application comes
with the driver for the pen but also packs several
other utilities that can come in handy. Therefore,
MINT Control is a tiny tool that enables you to
customize the user-defined gestures as well as
tweak the calibration of the AirPen. As you probably
hinted, MINT Note allows you to save, edit and
revise annotations, notes, drawings and memos
and send them to SNS. Following the quick and
straightforward installation of the software solution,
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you are prompted to connect the LEGATO pen and
determine whether the Control app recognizes the
receiver. In case it does not, then do not hesitate to
check the manual and find the appropriate solution
for your particular case. MINT Description: At its
core, MINT is a simple intuitive tool designed to
make your LEGATO AirPen work with any Windows
10 and Android device. With the addition of MINT
Control, your Mac or iPad can detect, connect and
instantly turn your existing pen into an AirPen.
Therefore, it is as easy as taking a picture of a QR
code and scanning it from your iPhone or iPad.
MINT for Windows is a comprehensive package that
includes all the tools you would need in order to
enjoy all the features of a LEGATO AirPen, DUO Pen
or similar device from PENANDFREE. Take note that
you need to install the software in order to use the
pen accordingly. The LEGATO AirPen is a digital pen
that can replace the traditional mouse and
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7/8/10 (64bit) Processor:
2.4 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo Memory: 2GB RAM
Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 9600M GS / ATI HD 4870
DirectX: Version 9.0c Storage: 2GB available space
Sound Card: DirectX Compatible (stereo) Additional
Notes: Recommended: Processor: 3.2 GHz Intel
Core i5
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